


Our motto, “Built to Work,” is reflected in every product we create. 
We start by designing, prototyping, and testing all of our products in 
Australia before moving to bulk production in China. This allows us 
to ensure that every single bag is uniquely designed, built with high-
quality materials, and tailored to meet the functional needs of our 
customers.

Our PODconnect and 5030 Divider systems are interchangeable 
across our entire range, providing added convenience and confidence 
that each new product will seamlessly integrate with the others in the 
range.

At Rugged Xtremes, we take pride in using only the best materials 
and components to deliver maximum durability and longevity. 
Our UV-resistant materials won’t fade or degrade, ensuring that 
your bag will look and perform like new for years to come. We 
use custom-designed threads and wear-resistant materials that 
are specifically tailored to withstand the harsh conditions of the 
Australian mining and industrial sectors.

Our heavy-duty spiral self-repairing #10 zippers with custom 
webbing pullers and metal components, coupled with our bar-
tacked stress points, ensure maximum durability and longevity. 
Plus, our comprehensive warranty policy offers you peace of mind 
should anything go wrong.
Every Rugged Xtremes product goes through exhaustive design, 
development, and testing stages to ensure that it’s built to last 
and work for its intended purpose. We’re committed to delivering 
the best possible product to our customers and being a trusted 
partner in the construction, tradie, and mining industry.

Rugged Xtremes has been a leader in developing and 
manufacturing premium bags tailored for the needs of the 
construction, industrial, and mining industries since 2003. As a 
proud, family-owned and operated company based in Western 
Australia, our dedication to quality is evident in every aspect of 
our business. From our innovative designs to our top-notch build 
quality and reliable supply chain, we’ve established a strong 
reputation for hard working bags.

BAGS AND ACCESSORIES
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Throughout this catalogue when you find a product you’re interested simply click on the product to instantly find out more information. 

2.

CLICK HERE
TO FOLLOW US

TRY IT NOW!
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MEASUREMENT KEY
All measurements in catalogue are listed in the following order: Length x Width x Height

DISCLAIMERS
Images in this booklet are not to scale, please refer to product dimensions 
for accurate sizing.
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LOGO KEY

COMPATIBLE

Products with the same RX quality, but with less features and 1 year warranty for cheaper pricing.=

= Indicates product is PODcompatible allowing for attachment of products from our PODconnect   
line.

®

= Indicates products designed to provide a reusable replacement for single use plastic items. 

WARRANTY
All Rugged Xtreme products (excluding the                        line) come with a 2 year warranty.
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INSULATED CRIB BAG - CANVAS / PVC 
RX05L106PVCYE - RX05L106PVCOR - RX05L106PVCRD - RX05L106PVCPK
RX05L106PVCPU - RX05L106PVCBL  
RX05L106 - RX05L106BK

Constructed from heavy-duty canvas or PVC with insulation to keep Constructed from heavy-duty canvas or PVC with insulation to keep 
your food and drinks cold throughout the day.your food and drinks cold throughout the day.

Size: 280 x 200 x 230mm - 15ltr
Weight: 0.9kg

COMPATIBLE
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INSULATED CRIB BAGS
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CRIB BAGS

COOL CRIB - SMALL
RXES05L206BK

Look after your working crews in the Australian 
heat with this insulated variant of our standard 
Crib Bags. Thie bag comes with an embroidable 
zippered front pocket, adjustable shoulder strap, 
mesh side pockets, and fully insulated internals, 
providing an efficient solution to keep food cold 
and fresh all day long. 

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 250 x 200 x 300mm - 15L
Weight: 0.56kg

INSULATED CRIB TOTE
RXES05L406BK

The budget-friendly Insulated Crib Tote, ideal 
for keeping contents hot or cold. Serving as 
an environmentally-conscious alternative to 
single-use shopping bags. The bag features a 
large embroidable front pocket, high-vis piping, 
and an included shoulder/carry strap for easy 
transportation. Pair it with our cold crib kits 
(RX11L620) for the ultimate crib/smoko set-up.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 210 x 130 x 280mm - 8L
Weight: 0.32kg

INSULATION
SYSTEM

7.

GP CARRY
RXES05E412PVCBK

This simple yet versatile general-purpose shoulder bag 
features a large main pocket with ample room for tools 
and daily needs, adjustable shoulder strap, lockable 
zippers, two large internal tool pockets, 2 document 
pouches (1 internal and 1 external), and end dividers to 
allow storage of RX drink bottles, up to our 1800ml model.

Main Material: Waterproof Laminated 1000d 640gsm PVC
Size: 400 x 200 x 270mm - 22L



CRIB BAG - LARGE
RXES05E212
Our durable large canvas crib bags, specifically crafted 
to withstand the demands of Australia’s industrial and 
mining sectors. Constructed from waterproof canvas, 
these bags feature an adjustable shoulder strap, internal 
pockets, hard sewn-in base, and hardwearing rubber feet. 
Perfectly designed for on-site item storage.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas
Size: 500 x 130 x 270mm - 17L
Weight: 0.7kg

CRIB BAG - SMALL
RXES05E206 - RXES05E206BK - RXES05E206HVOR

Our small canvas crib bags are designed to last by your side 
in the industrial and mining sectors of Australia. Built from 
waterproof durable canvas with an adjustable shoulder 
strap, hard sewn base, internal pockets and rubber feet. 
This bag is perfect for storing your items on-site

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 370 x 130 x 270mm - 13L
Weight: 0.5kg

GP COOLER
RXES05L412PVCBK

If you’re looking for a bit more capacity for your crib, this 
22ltr insulated crib bag features an external full a4 size 
document pocket and PODconnect® webbing both ends 
for attachment of RX Pods. Large capacity with welded 
food safe PEVA lining and full opening top bag.

Main Material: 
Size: 400 x 200 x 270mm - 22L
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CRIB ACCESSORY KITS

9.

REUSABLE STARTER CRIB KIT
RXES05L301KIT - RXES05L306KIT - RXES05L612KIT

Get your crews started fast don’t mess around trying to make 
your own kits . These are ready to go!

RXES05L612KITRXES05L306KITRXES05L301KIT

KIT INCLUDES
RX11L203: 3PCE STAINLESS STEEL CUTRLERY KIT
RX11L001BK: 3pck REUSABLE CRIB CONTAINERS
RXES05L406BK: INSULATED CRIB TOTE

KIT INCLUDES
RX11L203: 3pce STAINLESS STEEL
RX11L106BK: 3pck 650ml CRIB CONTAINERS
RXES05L406BK: INSULATED CRIB TOTE

KIT INCLUDES
RX11L220: REUSABLE PP CUTLERY SET
RX11L112BK: 3pck 1100ml CRIB CONTAINERS
RXES05L406BK: INSULATED CRIB TOTE

1100ml

650ml

350ml

650ml

1100ml



ICE BRICK SMALL
RX11L506

The Rugged Xtremes Ice Brick constructed from 
foodgrade HDPE is a versatile and practical solution for 
keeping your food and drinks cool. This ice brick can be 
frozen and reused multiple times, making it the perfect 
addition to your insulated crib bag or lunch box.

Material: HDPE
Size: 125 X 200 X 25mm

3 PIECE CUTLERY SET
RX11L203

3-piece cutlery set made from hard-wearing stainless 
steel, the perfect addition to your crib set-up. Designed 
to fit inside our 650 + 1100ml crib containers

Material: Stainless Steel

• 

COLD CRIB ACCESSORY KIT
RX11L620

Are you sick of trying to find lunch boxes, bottles, mugs, 
or cutlery sets?  Well here it is, an all-in-one crib kit all 
sized to perfectly fit any of our insulated crib bags. 

10.

PERFECT FOR INSULATED 

CRIB BAGS

REUSABLE COMPOSITE CUTLERY SET
RX11L220

Designed for convenient storage and transport. This set 
is compatible with our PODconnect products and can 
easily clip onto straps, belts, and other accessories. The 
set includes a knife, fork, tablespoon and carabiner clip.

Material: Composite food grad pp5

®

CRIB ACCESSORY KIT
RX11L610
Are you sick of trying to find lunch boxes, bottles, mugs, 
or cutlery sets?  Well here it is, an all-in-one lunch all 
sized to perfectly fit any of our insulated crib bags. 

7 PIECE CUTLERY SET
RX11L210

7-piece cutlery set made from hard-wearing stainless 
steel, the perfect addition to your crib set-up.

Material: Stainless Steel

KIT INCLUDES:
3x 1100ml Crib Containers
1x 410ml Insulated Thermos
1x 650ml Bottle
7pce Cutlery Set

KIT INCLUDES:
3x 1100ml Crib Containers
1x 410ml Insulated Thermos
1x 650ml Bottle
7pce Cutlery Set
2x Ice Bricks

PERFECT FOR INSULATED 

CRIB BAGS



VACUUM SEALABLE CONTAINERS
  
 Ditch the old plastic containers and disposable tubs! This lunch box set is specifically 
designed for use in mining camps all over Australia. With transparent lids vacuum 
sealable. Containers are the perfect addition for your lunch kits.

REUSABLE CRIB CONTAINERS

11.

VACUUM SILICON SEAL + VALVE TO PURGE AIR AND 
SEAL CONTAINER.

RX11L103

RX11L160

RX11L160RD

RX11L001PK RX11L001BL RX11L001BK

RX11L001RDRX11L001RX11L001OR

350ml

650ml

1100ml

2500ml

1100ml

650ml

350ml

350ml

RX11L103BK
RX11L106

RX11L106BK

RX11L112
RX11L112BK

RX11L118

2500ml

1100ml
1100ml

650ml
650ml

350ml



THERMAL BOTTLES

VACUUM INSULATED BOTTLES
RX11D1800 - RX11D1100 - RX11D710 - RX11D550 - RX11D420 

Insulated bottles designed to keep your drink hot or cold throughout the working day. Made 
from tough stainless steel with hard wearing hammer finish powder code, 2 unique lids and 
a wide mouth for packing ice, these bottles are the perfect addition for your crib pack. 

Material: 304 Stainless steel inside + out

12.

1100ml1800ml

550ml

420ml

710ml

RX11D SERIES LIDS
DESIGNED TO FIT ALL RX11D BOTTLES

KEEPS CONTENTS
HOT     COLDOR
FOR HOURS

CUSTOM
ENGRAVING
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THE PROFESSIONALS

COMPATIBLE

THE PROFESSIONAL - LARGE
RX05K5028
The Rugged Xtremes Professional Tool Bag is a durable and spacious choice 
for tradespeople and professionals. It features multiple compartments, 8 large 
internal tool pockets, and removable end inserts to hold the bag shape. The 
clear zippered document pocket and weather flaps over zippers provide extra 
convenience and protection. The wide mouth opening ensures easy access to 
your gear.

Main Material: Waterproof Laminated 1000d 640gsm PVC
Size: 500 x 280 x 350mm - 49L
Weight: 4.7kg

14.
5030 DOUBLE SIDED TOOL POCKET 
DIVIDER INCLUDED IN BOTH MODELS
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CLICK HERE TO SEE OUR 
HEAVY-DUTY HARD BASE VS A CAR.

THE PROFESSIONAL - MEDIUM
RX05K5020YEBK
A medium-sized, durable, and versatile bag tailored for tradespeople and 
professionals. With clear zippered document pocket, removable end inserts 
to keep bag shape, weather flaps over zippers, and a wide-mouth opening, it 
offers optimal organization and accessibility for your gear. Trust in its reliability 
and practicality for a seamless work experience.

Main Material: Waterproof Laminated 1000d 640gsm PVC
Size: 500 x 200 x 350mm - 35L
Weight: 3.8kg



COMPATIBLE

SMALL

MEDIUM

Size: 500 x 200 x 300mm, 27ltr (internal + pockets) 
Weight: 3.5kg

THE WORKMATES
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Size: 400 x 160 x 300mm, 17 ltr (internal + pockets) 
Weight: 2.4kg



THE WORKMATE 
RX05B512YEBL- RX05B506YEBL - RX05B512PUBK

A compact, durable bag designed for tradespeople and professionals. With a 
customizable main compartment, wide-mouth opening, PODconnect® clip-on 
shoulder strap, and ample pockets, it’s your reliable solution for organized gear. 
Features reflective strip, zippered document pocket, and reinforced stress points for 
added durability. 

DIVIDER INCLUDED

Main Material: Waterproof Laminated 1000d 640gsm PVC

NOW AVAILABLE IN 

Size: 500 x 200 x 300mm, 27ltr (internal + pockets) 
Weight: 3.5kg

MEDIUM

16.

PURPLE



COMPATIBLE

THE SPECIALIST
RX05X5028

Crafted for ultimate tool organization and protection. With a lockable 
full-opening top, waterproof base, and an array of pockets, it’s the 
choice for demanding tradespeople. Featuring steel D-Rings, large zip 
pockets, and neoprene pockets for sensitive tools.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Measurements: 500 x 280 x 400mm - 56L
Weight: 3.6kg WIDE MOUTH SERVICE TOTE

RXES05W206

Crafted from premium canvas, it offers spacious and reliable 
storage. With its wide opening, quick-release tape holder, and 
multiple pockets for easy organization, it’s the ultimate solution 
for your gear. The hard molded EVA base and wear-resistant feet 
provide added durability. 

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 450 x 260 x 300mm - 35L   
Weight: 1.8kg

THE CONTRACTOR
RX05W5028

A heavy-duty tool bag designed for tough jobs. Built with durable 
materials and featuring multiple pockets, it keeps your tools 
organized and accessible. With wide-mouth opening, large tool 
loops, document holder, front zipped pocket, open side pockets, 
and a straight-through pocket, it’s the ultimate companion for 
demanding work environments.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 500 x 280 x 340mm - 42L
Weight: 3kg
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17.
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Main Material: 1000d, reinforced, 650gsm coated PVC
  Size: 500 x 200 x 280mm • 28L
Weight: 2.6kg

THE TRADESMAN
RX05J5020YEBK

A high-quality, heavy-duty solution tailored for tradespeople and professionals. Crafted from rugged 
materials, it boasts an array of features including heavy-duty side carry handles, a lockable zippered 
top with velcro closures, and a well-designed interior with, gusseted tool pockets, large flat pockets, 
webbing tool loops, and more. This thoughtful design allows for efficient organization and convenient 
access to tools and accessories. With its durable build and comprehensive storage options, this bag is 
an indispensable companion for any professional on the job.

COMPATIBLE

Main Material: 1000d, reinforced, 650gsm coated PVC
Size: 500 x 200 x 330mm - 33L
Weight: 3.6kg

UTILITY TOOL BAG
RXES05J212ORBK

Constructed from durable PVC material, is tailored for professionals. It provides various 
compartments and pockets for streamlined tool organization. The main compartment is 
complemented by 3 tool pockets and 5 gusseted tool pockets. Additionally, it offers 10 webbing 
tool loops and a clear, zippered document pocket. The bag features a hard double-layer PVC base, 
Velcro closures to external pockets, adjustable straps with quick-release buckles, and reflective tape 
for safety. Zip-in support rails maintain its shape, while 2 PODconnect   rails allow for attachment 
of Rugged Xtremes tool pods.

WIDE MOUTH SERVICE TOTE
RXES05W206
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5030 DIVIDER
COMPATIBLE

WATERPROOF
ZIPPERS

WATERPROOF
PVC

®



DELUXE PVC TOOL BAG - MEDIUM
RX05I118PVCGR - RX05I112PVCGR - RX05I106PVCGR
Rugged, weather-resistant companions for the job site. Built with heavy-duty 
PVC material, they offer maximum durability. Features include #10 zippers 
with Velcro flap, reflective strip for visibility, steel stiffening rails, and a tape roll 
holder. These bags are PODconnect   compatible and have lockable zippers. Its 
base is hard-molded polypropylene, and it includes an ID pocket and adjustable 
shoulder strap for convenience. Keep your tools organized and protected with 
this reliable tool bag.

DELUXE TOOL BAGS

BAR TACK
STRESS POINT

WATERPROOF
PVC

REFLECTIVE
TRIM

IDENTIFICATION
POCKET

EMBROIDERY
ACCESS

#10 HEAVY
DUTY ZIPPER

REMOVABLE 
SHOULDER STRAP

LOCKABLE 
ZIPPERS

WATERPROOF
HARD BASE

Material: Durable, waterproof 1000d, 650gsm laminated PVC
Size: 450 x 160 x 300 - 21ltr
Weight: 2.2kg

Material: Durable, waterproof 1000d, 650gsm laminated PVC
Size: 360 x 160 x 300 - 17Ltr
Weight: 1.9kg

Material: Durable, waterproof 1000d, 650gsm laminated PVC
Size: 600 x 160 x 300 - 29ltr
Weight: 2.8kg

COMPATIBLE

19.
CLICK HERE TO SEE OUR HEAVY-DUTY
HARD BASE VS A CAR.

®



20.

PVC CRIB TOOL BAG - MEDIUM
RX05E112PVCOR

A heavy-duty PVC bag tailored for tradespeople. With three internal 
tool pockets and two external storage pockets, it ensures efficient 
organization. The bag also boasts a checker plate embossed EVA 
base for added durability. Featuring high visibility reflective piping, 
large access panels for easy embroidery, and a 50mm adjustable 
shoulder strap. 

Material: Waterproof Laminated 1000d 640gsm PVC
Size: 450 x 120 x 270mm, 14Ltr
Weight: 1.4kg

CANVAS CRIB TOOL BAG - MEDIUM
RX05E112
A heavy-duty canvas bag tailored for tradespeople. With three 
internal tool pockets and two external storage pockets, it ensures 
efficient organization. The bag also boasts a checker plate 
embossed EVA base for added durability. Featuring high visibility 
reflective piping, large access panels for easy embroidery, and a 
50mm adjustable shoulder strap. 

CRIB TOOL BAGS

CANVAS CRIB TOOL BAG - SMALL
RX05E106
A heavy-duty canvas bag tailored for tradespeople. With two 
internal tool pockets and two external storage pockets, it 
ensures efficient organization. The bag also boasts a checker 
plate embossed EVA base for added durability. Featuring 
high visibility reflective piping, large access panels for easy 
embroidery, and a 50mm adjustable shoulder strap. 

Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 340 x 120 x 270mm, 11Ltr
Weight: 1kg

*tools not included*
Bonus tool roll included with crib tool bag

Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 450 x 120 x 270mm, 14Ltr
Weight: 1.1kg
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5030 DIVIDERS

21.

ORGANISER DIVIDER
RX07D5030ORG

This divider is a versatile document organizer designed to 
fit seamlessly inside compatible Tool Bags. It slots easily 
into molded tabs and is secured by velcro. Features include 
a removable carry handle, external D-ring hanging points, 
and a zippered document pocket/laptop sleeve. It also 
offers multiple document pockets, tablet/phone slots, and 
PODconnect   rails for accessory attachment. Streamline your 
tools for efficient, accessible work with this durable divider.

 Weight: 0.7kg

PODconnect DIVIDER
RX07D5030POD

This divider is a versatile tool organizer for compatible Tool 
Bags. It easily slots into molded tabs, secured by velcro. The 
divider boasts a removable carry handle, PODconnect   rails 
on both sides for accessory attachment, and two external 
D-ring hanging points. Streamline your tools for efficient, 
accessible work with this durable divider.

Weight: 0.6kg COMPATIBLE

SPANNER DIVIDER
RX07D5030SPA

This divider is a versatile tool organizer for compatible Tool 
Bags. It easily slots into molded tabs, secured by velcro. 
The divider includes a removable carry handle, 17 pockets 
for metric or imperial spanner sets, and larger pockets for 
most spanner and ratchet spanner sets. Two external D-ring 
hanging points provide further customization options. 
Streamline your tools for efficient, accessible work with this 
durable divider.

Weight: 0.7kg

COMPATIBLE

MADE TO FIT ALL 5028 + 5020 BAGS

FLIP SIDES

RX07D5030SPA RX07D5030POD RX07D5030ORG

®

®

*TOOLS NOT INCLUDED*

*TOOLS AND PODS NOT INCLUDED*

*TOOLS NOT INCLUDED*



TOOL DIVIDER
RX07D5030POC

A rugged, versatile tool organizer for our 5030 divider 
compatible bags. Its able to be seamlessly secured by Velcro 
tabs, and includes a removable handle for portability. With 
D-ring hanging points, PODconnect   rails, document pocket, 
various tool pockets and a tape roll holder, it’s the ultimate 
efficiency booster. Elevate your tool organization with this 
durable accessory, designed for modern professionals on the 
move.

Weight: 1kg

22.

COMPATIBLE

FLIP SIDE

®

KNEELING PAD DIVIDER
RX07D5030PAD

This divider is designed to be used as a kneeling pad. It easily 
fits inside our 5030 divider compatible bags with Velcro 
flaps for security. Equipped with a removable handle and 
PODconnect  clips for easy attachment to PODrails. Stay 
comfortable on the go with this versatile accessory.

Weight: 0.7kg

COMPATIBLE

*TOOLS NOT INCLUDED*

®

FLIP SIDE



34 POCKET SPANNER ROLL
RX03B618BK
This 34 pocket spanner roll is a durable PVC 
organizer for your metric and imperial spanner 
sets. Heavy-duty binding and bar-tacked tops 
add toughness. It includes magnetic closures, 
zippered back pockets, a sturdy strap with 
D-ring, carry handle, ID pocket, and steel D-rings 
for hanging. 
Suitable for Ratchet Spanners.

Main Material: Waterproof Laminated 1000d 640gsm PVC
Size: 780 x 560mm
Weight: 1.5kg

17 POCKET SPANNER ROLL
RX03B612YE
This 17 pocket spanner roll is a durable PVC 
organizer for your metric and imperial spanner 
sets. Heavy-duty binding and bar-tacked tops add 
toughness. It includes magnetic closures, zippered 
back pockets, a sturdy strap with D-ring, carry 
handle, ID pocket, and steel D-rings for hanging. 
Suitable for Ratchet Spanners.

17 POCKET SPANNER ROLL
RX03B612PU
This 17 pocket spanner roll is a durable PVC 
organizer for your metric and imperial spanner 
sets. Heavy-duty binding and bar-tacked tops 
add toughness. It includes magnetic closures, 
zippered back pockets, a sturdy strap with 
D-ring, carry handle, ID pocket, and steel D-rings 
for hanging. 
Suitable for Ratchet Spanners.

17 POCKET SPANNER ROLL
RX03B612BK
This 17 pocket spanner roll is a durable PVC 
organizer for your metric and imperial spanner 
sets. Heavy-duty binding and bar-tacked tops add 
toughness. It includes magnetic closures, zippered 
back pockets, a sturdy strap with D-ring, carry 
handle, ID pocket, and steel D-rings for hanging. 
Suitable for Ratchet Spanners.

PVC SPANNER ROLLS

23.

*SPANNERS  NOT INCLUDED*

Main Material: Waterproof Laminated 1000d 640gsm PVC
Size: 770 x 420mm
Weight: 1kg

Main Material: Waterproof Laminated 1000d 640gsm PVC
Size: 770 x 470mm
Weight: 1kg

Main Material: Waterproof Laminated 1000d 640gsm PVC
Size: 770 x 470mm
Weight: 1kg



DELUXE TOOL ROLL - CANVAS
RX03B002

This deluxe tool roll is a durable, waterproof organizer for hand tools. 
With 20 assorted pockets, 10 socket pockets, and a clear document 
pouch, it’s perfect for pros and DIY enthusiasts.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 710 x 370mm
Weight: 0.52kg

COMPACT TOOL ROLL 
RX03B001 - RX03B001PVCOR

This compact tool roll is a durable organizer crafted from either high-
quality canvas or pvc. With clear document pouch, sturdy handle, and 
ample tool storage, it ensures easy access on the go.

Size: 720 x 300mm
Weight: 0.32kg

24.

PVC

CANVAS

TOOL ROLLS

CANVAS



DOCUMENT HOLDERS

A3

A4
A5

Size: 480L x 270W x (Expands to 40mm) Size: 270L x 350W x (Expands to 40mm)

Size: 450L x 540W x (Expands to 40mm)

25.

DOCUMENT HOLDERS
RX02A302LS - RX02A401PT - RX02A501PT

Made from durable 640gsm PVC with a clear front for easy viewing of documents. 
These holders are fully welded to prevent leakage, feature a reflective strip on the flap, 
and expand with gussets for clipboards or booklets. They seal securely with a Velcro 
flap and side tabs, and come with eyelets for easy hanging. These holders ensure 
reliable protection for your important documents in any conditions.

FULLY
WEATHER PROOF

WATCH THE 
VIDEO



OVERBOOT COVERS
RX04A105

Manufactured from waterproof 430gsm, ripstop polyester canvas, 
these overboot covers feature a side-opening velcro strip and an 
elastic top for an extra comfortable fit. Simply pull open the velcro, 
wrap them around and go!

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Weight: 0.18kg

BAMBOO SOCKS
RX04B021BK - RX04B022BK
Comfort, durability, and sustainability. Crafted from bamboo fabric, these 
socks offer natural anti-bacterial, moisture-wicking, and hypoallergenic 
properties. Experience exceptional breathability and comfort in all 
conditions. These socks are also anti-fungal, static-resistant, and provide 
UV protection. Plus, they’re suitable for sensitive skin. Embrace eco-
consciousness with sustainable bamboo fiber. Choose these socks for 
comfort that care for your feet and the planet.

Main Material: 92% Bamboo, 8% Elastene
Weight: 0.28kg 

FOOT PROTECTION
LEG GAITERS
RX04A305
Tough protection for lower legs in rugged terrain. Waterproof 
430gsm ripstop polyester canvas ensures durability. Ideal for 
outdoor activities like hiking, hunting, and harsh environment work. 

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Weight: 0.5kg

6-10

11-14
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PODconnect is a versatile product line that offers a convenient 
solution for attaching a variety of items to our bags. With a wide range 
of products, including pouches for tools, bottles, glasses, tablets, 
cutlery and more, PODconnect  makes it easy to keep your essentials 
within reach. Whether you’re a tradesperson looking to improve 
your tool organisation, or a commuter needing to keep your hands 
free, our PODconnect  range is sure to have a product to meet your 
needs. With sturdy durable construction, PODconnect products are 
built to work, making them a smart investment for anyone looking to 
streamline their work.

WHAT IS
PODconnect®
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WHEREVER YOU SEE GREY TOPPED WEBBING 
PODconnect   ITEMS CAN CONNECT!

®

®

®
®

®



UNIVERSAL TOOL POD
RX08U312
A versatile strorage solution for your tools, designed to connect 
with various PODconnect products. Crafted from durable 
materials that ensures longevity under heavy use, keeping your 
tools organized and accessible. It features a custom-molded 
‘PODLock’ clip, a molded EVA hard body, and a laminated 
1200d fabric main pocket. The pod also includes multiple soft-
sided small and large pockets, along with external tool loops. It 
offers D-ring hanging points, and strong magnets for secure 
attachment to metal surfaces. This tool pod is perfect for efficient 
tool management.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 120 x 80 x 240mm
Weight: 0.42kg

LARGE TOOL POD
RX08U112
Designed to connect seamlessly with various PODconnect 
products. Crafted from durable materials, this tool pod withstands 
heavy use, ensuring organized and accessible tool storage. It 
features a molded EVA hard body, laminated with 1200d fabric, six 
soft-sided screwdriver pockets, three large pockets, and fourteen 
external tool loops. Convenient extras include a removable carry 
handle, two D-ring hanging points, and a webbing tape loop. The 
PODconnect  clips also function as belt clips, and strong magnets 
securely hold up to 1.8kg on flat metal surfaces. Elevate your tool 
management with this versatile and reliable tool pod.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 240 x 60 x 240mm
Weight: 0.6kg

29.

METER POD
RX08M312
Protect your expensive tools with this specially designed meter 
pod. It’s made to fit your multimeter, cables, and a few extra tools. 
This meter POD can easily clip onto any PODConnect® rail and 
most tool belts. It can even attach to your pant hem or pocket. 
It features lockable zipper pulls and a few D-rings for hanging 
things.

®

®

®

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 120 x 100 x 240mm
Weight: 0.6kg
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MUG SOLD SEPERATELY

RESPIRATOR POD
RX08R326
Designed to accommodate your small respirator and an extra 
filter, this POD easily clips onto any PODConnect® product and 
most tool belts. It can also attach to your pant hem or pocket. With 
lockable zipper pullers, a carry handle, an adjustable shoulder 
strap, and additional pockets with thick padding for added 
protection, it can be used for more than just respirators.

MUG/UTILITY POD
RX08A512
Designed to fit a thermal mug or a handful of screws and nails, 
this MUG/UTILITY POD easily clips onto any PODConnect® rail and 
most tool belts. It can even attach to your pant hem or pocket. The 
extra pockets for tools or fasteners make this a very versatile POD.

BOTTLE POD
RX08B512
Designed to fit Rugged Xtremes water bottles up to 1100ml, this 
Bottle POD easily clips onto any PODConnect® rail and most 
tool belts. It can even attach to your pant hem or pocket. The 
extra pockets for tools, pens, phone or fasteners make this a very 
versatile POD.

Size: 120 x 100 x 250mm
Weight: 0.38kg
Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas

Size: 120 x 100 x 380mm
Weight: 0.68kg
Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas

Size: 260 x 130 x 200
Weight: 0.78kg
Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas



PODCONNECT CUTLERY SET
RX08P210
Complete with a custom-built PODconnect  pouch 
for easy attachment to any of our pod-compatible 
products. This set includes a knife, fork, tablespoon, 
teaspoon, straw, and a convenient cleaning brush. All 
securely housed in the Rugged Xtremes PODconnect 
mesh pouch.

PODCONNECT TABLET HOLDER
RX08T001
A durable solution for secure and accessible tablet 
storage. Designed for PODconnect  bags, it features a 
Molded EVA Hardbody with laminated 1200d fabric and 
a soft internal lining. The holder includes two neoprene 
pockets, a leather-backed quick-release buckle, and 
an adjustable top flap for up to 10” tablets. Equipped 
with PODconnect  clips and a Pod Lock Clip for added 
security.

PODCONNECT GLASSES POD
RX08G512
Ideal for safeguarding glasses during work. 
Designed with durability in mind and featuring a 
secure attachment, this pod seamlessly integrates 
with all our PODconnect  bags, ensuring 
organization and convenience.

PODCONNECT INSULATED CRIB POD
RX08L101BK
Designed to seamlessly fit inside the RX05G117BK 
backpack. This allows machine operators to 
incorporate an insulated crib bag, while still utilizing 
the compartments for their regular kit. It’s Sized for 
Rugged Xtremes Icebricks, and includes reflective 
piping and a heavy-duty carry handle for added 
convenience. It’s a versatile solution for organized 
and insulated storage.
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Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 240 x 150 x 280mm

PODCONNECT

®

®

®

®

Size: 260 x 230mm
Weight: 0.3kg

Size: 260 x  230mm
Weight: 0.3kg

Size: 260 x 230mm
Weight: 0.3kg



COLOUR CODE
POCKET + RAILING

GREY TOPPED RAILING ALLOWS FOR PODCONNECT CLIP ATTATCHMENT. 

32.

ORANGE TOPPED RAILING REPRESENTS AN OPEN POCKET. 

YELLOW TOPPED POCKETS REPRESENTS A CLOSED POCKET. 



TRANSIT
BAGS
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CANVAS DUFFLE BAGS
RX05D112 - RX05D118 - RX05D118PVCOR
A durable travel companion designed for outdoor adventures. Available in canvas or vibrant 
PVC orange, it offers multiple compartments, lockable zippers, and large easy-access panels 
for customization. With features like a clear internal document pouch, and padded handles, 
it ensures practicality and security. The bag combines a waterproof 430gsm ripstop polyester 
canvas top with a 640gsm laminated PVC base for ultimate durability. Elevate your travel 
experience with this versatile duffle bag.

DUFFLE BAGS

COMPATIBLE
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IDENTIFICATION
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ACCESS
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Main Material:  Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 600 x 330 - 51ltr
Weight: 1.4kg

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 750 x 330 - 64ltr
Weight: 1.55kg

Main Material: Waterproof Laminated 1000d 640gsm PVC
Size: 750 x 330 - 64ltr
Weight: 1.8kg



TRANSIT BAGS

COMPATIBLE

PPE KIT BAGS - CANVAS
RXES05C212HVOR - RXES05C212BK - RXES05C212 - RXES05C212BLU

A durable, storage option for your PPE. Crafted from 430gsm polyester canvas, these bags 
feature easy-access panels, a removable hard base, and an adjustable shoulder strap. They 
include a front pocket, high visibility strip, and separate compartments for footwear and 
smaller PPE items. Reinforced stress points, rubber feet, and heavy-duty zippers ensure 
longevity. Ideal for construction and traffic management professionals, these bags offer 
practical and reliable organization on the go.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 670L x 330W x 330H
Weight: 1.8kg
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OFFSHORE CREW BAGS - PVC
RXES05C212PVCBL - RXES05C212PVCBK - RXES05C212PVCRD

Our offshore crew bags are heavy-duty and weatherproof, crafted from waterproof 
1000d, 650gsm laminated PVC vinyl. Designed for harsh marine environments. Featuring 
rubberized waterproof zippers, large easy-access panels for embroidery, and a removable 
hard PP base for helicopter stowage. The bag offers a 38mm adjustable shoulder strap, a 
front pocket for essentials, and a high visibility reflective strip for added safety. Additionally, 
it includes a side footwear storage pocket. Perfect for offshore workers.

Main Material: Waterproof Laminated 1000d 640gsm PVC
Size: 670 x 330 x 330
Weight: 1.96kg

COMPATIBLE
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CANVAS STOWAGE BAG - SMALL
RX05F106BK
A compact and versatile essential organizer. Made from durable 430gsm ripstop polyester 
canvas. Featuring air-mesh padded handles on all sides, a large internal compartment 
with zippered mesh pockets, and a reinforced base layer, it offers efficient and reliable 
organization. Approved for use by Government and Fire/Emergency Departments across 
Australia, it’s a top-tier choice. It’s also DFES issue, level 1 gear bag.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 500 x 400 x 300 - 60ltr
Weight: 1.9kg

COMPATIBLE
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CANVAS STOWAGE BAG - LARGE
RX05F112BL
Made from high-quality canvas. Designed for storage and transport, it offers multiple 
compartments and adjustable straps for versatile use. Crafted with durable 430gsm 
ripstop polyester canvas, it ensures longevity and is waterproof. Standout features 
include high-visibility blue material with internal stowage pockets for smaller items, an 
end boot pocket, and a reinforced hang point. The bag also boasts a large main pocket 
opening for bulky items, internal stash pockets, and a reinforced base layer. Approved 
for use by government fire and emergency departments across Australia, it meets 
high standards. Carry it comfortably with the 50mm adjustable padded shoulder strap 
equipped with military-style clips. 

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 800 x 350 x 380 - 103ltr
Weight: 2.7kg REMOVABLE 

SHOULDER STRAP



GEAR BAGS

100LTR BULK GEAR BAG
RXES05C412BK

A durable canvas bag designed for storage and travel. Crafted 
from waterproof 430gsm polyester canvas, it ensures lasting 
quality. The bag features a large access panel for embroidery, and 
a front pocket for essentials. With reinforced stress points, rubber 
feet, and heavy-duty zippers, it’s built for resilience. The adjustable 
shoulder strap and reflective strip add convenience and safety. 
Developed for DFES for carrying bulky goods, this bag is ready for 
any challenge.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 800 x 350 x 350
Weight: 1.4kg

COMPATIBLE

GYM/CARRY ON BAG
RXES05C206BK 

Built tough with waterproof 430gsm polyester canvas and 
lockable zippers, this bag is designed for durability. Features 
include a removable hard PP base, reinforced stress points, and 
sewn-in rubber feet. With large access panels, an adjustable 
shoulder strap, and multiple pockets, including an ID pocket, 
it offers efficient organization. This bag is ready to accompany 
you in style, whether for the gym or your travels.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 570 x 230 x 250
Weight: 1.5kg
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WHEELED GEAR BAG 
RXES05C218WBK
Built rugged with waterproof 430gsm polyester canvas for ultimate 
durability. It features three structured pockets for organized storage and 
off-road wheels for easy maneuverability. With lockable zippers, an ID 
pocket, and large access panel for customization, it offers security and 
personalization. The bag also includes expedition-style end grab handles, 
two large zippered end pockets, and a large side pocket. Complete with 
a 50mm adjustable padded shoulder strap, it’s designed for hassle-free 
hauling of large equipment.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 800 x 360 x 360mm - 103ltr
Weight: 3.7kg



FIFO TRANSIT BAGS
FIFO TRANSIT BAG – LARGE
RX05C130

Designed for seamless gear transport. Made from high-quality materials, they’re 
dependable companions for your transit. Also available in Small and Wheeled 
models, these bags feature waterproof ripstop polyester canvas on top and a durable 
laminated PVC vinyl base. They’re PODconnect   compatible, with lockable zippers, 
high-visibility pullers, and large easy-access panels. Additional highlights include air-
mesh padded grab handles, a clear internal document pouch, laptop sleeve, and 
ample pockets for organization. With heavy-duty zippers, water-resistant lining, and 
adjustable shoulder straps.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 800 x 330 x 300 - 80ltr
Weight: 2.4kg COMPATIBLE

FIFO TRANSIT BAG – SMALL
RX05C112

Designed for seamless gear transport. Made from high-quality canvas, they’re 
reliable companions for your transit. Also available in Large and Wheeled models, 
these bags feature waterproof ripstop polyester canvas on top and a durable 
laminated PVC vinyl base. They’re also equipped with air-mesh padded expedition-
style end grab handles, a clear internal document pouch, laptop/photo frame sleeve, 
and two large zippered end pockets. With heavy-duty zippers, water-resistant lining, 
and internal organizer pocket, these bags are tailored for durability and convenience 
during transit. Elevate your gear transportation with these robust, purpose-driven 
bags.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 600 x 300 x 280 - 45ltr
Weight: 2kg COMPATIBLE
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WHEELED FIFO TRANSIT BAG
RX05C131W

Introducing our FIFO Transit wheeled bags - designed for seamless gear transport. Built 
from high-quality canvas and reinforced with a waterproof PVC base, these bags are rugged 
and reliable. They feature structured pockets, off-road wheels, lockable zippers, and high 
visibility piping. Inside, find a padded laptop sleeve, zippered pockets, and an organizer. 
With versatile handles and straps, these bags are ideal for work transit. Your go-to solution 
for hassle-free gear transportation.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 800 x 300 x 330 - 80ltr
Weight: 4.3kg COMPATIBLE

SITE SATCHEL
RX05H112

Purpose-built for the job site. Featuring a lockable main compartment, 
molded hard base and waterproof 430gsm rip-stop polyester canvas, 
it offers secure protection. The bag includes a zippered, padded laptop 
pocket (up to 15.5-inch screens), three pockets for tablets and phones, 
and a zippered document pocket. With PODconnect compatibility, a 
removable padded shoulder strap, and quick-access pockets, this satchel 
ensures efficient storage and transport of your essentials on site.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 430 x 150 x 320 - 19ltr
Weight: 2kg COMPATIBLE
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CLICK HERE TO SEE OUR HEAVY-DUTY
HARD BASE VS A CAR.



BACKPACKS
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LAPTOP BACKPACK - CANVAS
RXES05G412HVOR - RXES05G412BK

These backpacks are a durable canvas solution designed for mining 
crews. It’s equipped with a padded laptop compartment, tablet sleeve, 
and ample pockets for organization. With reinforced fabrics, heavy-duty 
zippers, and practical features like side pockets for water bottles, it’s built 
for rugged use. The backpack also offers comfort with padded harnesses 
and an air-mesh back pad. Practical additions include a hard molded EVA 
glasses holder, large Carabiner clip, and easy access panel for embroidery. 
Elevate your on-site organization with this secure and reliable backpack.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 400 x 320 x 550 - 45ltr
Weight: 1.4kg

TRANSIT BACKPACKS

HIVIS

LAPTOP BACKPACK - SMALL
RXES05G406BK

Designed to protect and organize your tech gear on-site. This 
small backpack boasts a padded laptop compartment, fully 
zippered side pockets for water bottles, a front organizer pocket, 
and a large main compartment with a dedicated clipboard sleeve. 
Additionally, it features a hard-molded EVA glasses holder, and 
a sturdy carabiner clip for keys or helmets. The padded handle, 
shoulder harnesses, and air-mesh back pad ensure Xtreme 
comfort. With daisy chain webbing for attachments and an 
easy-access panel for embroidery, this backpack offers a secure, 
organized, and personalized solution for your tech essentials on 
site.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 320 x 350 x 470 - 30L
Weight: 1.6kg
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FIFO TRANSIT BACKPACK
RX05G112BK 

Designed for FIFO workers. Crafted from reinforced, hard-wearing materials, this 
backpack is tailored for mining crews. The heavy-duty design includes a padded 
carry handle and secure fully zippered side pockets for water bottles and thermal 
mugs. With heavy-duty zippers and unbreakable pullers, it ensures durability. 
The backpack also features a padded laptop sleeve, soft-lined pocket for gadgets, 
and an organizer with a quick-release key tag. Stay organized with a large main 
compartment with clipboard sleeve, and hard-molded EVA glasses holder. Enjoy 
comfort with a strong padded shoulder harness and air-mesh back panel. The 
steel quick-release buckles, hard molded EVA base, and wear-resistant feet provide 
added stability. 

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 420 x 280 x 480mm - 36L
Weight: 1.6kg

PODCONNECT BACKPACK
RX05G117BK

A versatile backpack designed for professionals and tradespeople.  Featuring 
our unique PODconnect  railing system for tool / accessory attachment. The 
main compartment is sensibly sized to accommodate personal or protective 
gear, equipped with oversized zippers and webbing pullers. Constructed from 
reinforced, hard-wearing fabrics. The backpack also includes a heavy-duty carry 
handle, padded laptop sleeve, soft-lined pockets, steel quick-release buckles, hard 
molded EVA base, wear-resistant feet, PP side inserts and reflective piping. This 
backpack provides a reliable and organized solution for carrying your gear. 

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 350 x 250 x 500mm - 44L
Weight: 1.7kg
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TOOL BACKPACK
RX05G318BK 

A heavy-duty backpack tailored for tradespeople and professionals. Crafted from high-quality 
waterproof Ripstop polyester with reinforced stress points, it ensures durability. The backpack features 
multiple compartments, including a large front pocket for quick access and embroidery, and two front 
pockets with Velcro flaps and zippered closures. Inside, a zippered pocket with neoprene/elastic sleeves 
keeps tablets, phones, pens etc. secure. PODconnect   rails on each side offer attachment options. The 
backpack prioritizes comfort with extra-thick air-mesh padding on shoulder straps and back panel. 
Stay organized with numerous tool pockets, a spacious area for cordless tools and spanner rolls, a tape 
roll holder, and a key/tag clip. The rear section includes three large pockets with Velcro flaps, ideal for 
laptops, cords, or paperwork. This reliable and secure backpack is perfect for your job site needs.

Main Material: Waterproof 430gsm, polyester canvas 
Size: 400 x 250 x 500mm - 55L
Weight: 2.7kg COMPATIBLE

TOOLS NOT INCLUDED

®



MERCH

HIVIS RX BEANIE
RX06B002

Experience efficient warmth with the RX HIVIS Beanie. 
Crafted with 3M Thinsulate insulation, it helps retain body 
heat while providing breathable comfort. The reflective 
trim and embroidered accents help keep you visible in low-
light conditions. Enjoy the cold outdoors in comfort.

RX BEANIE
RX06B003

Experience efficient warmth with the RX Beanie. Crafted 
with 3M Thinsulate insulation, it helps retain body heat 
while providing breathable comfort. The reflective trim 
and embroidered accents help keep you visible in low-light 
conditions. Enjoy the cold outdoors in comfort.

CAP
RX06B004

The Rugged Xtremes Cap is the ultimate outdoor accessory, 
providing protection and style in one durable package. It’s 
perfect for those hot days on-site.
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BUCKET HAT
RX06B005

The Rugged Xtremes Bucket Hat is the ultimate outdoor 
accessory, providing protection and style in one durable 
package. It’s perfect for those hot days on-site.

TOOL BOX STICKER
RX06B006
 This high-quality Tool Box Sticker is designed to be durable 
and long-lasting. It’s perfect for displaying on your tool box, 
car etc.

CLIPPABLE STUBBY HOLDER
RX06B001

A classic stubby holder with our unique PODconnect  
clip allowing you to easily attach your favourite 
beverages to things like belts, pockets and any of our 
compatible bags.
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BUILT TO WORK

www.ruggedxtremes.com


